University of Pittsburgh
Master of Occupational Therapy Program Outcomes

Satisfaction with Curriculum
The Department of Occupational Therapy faculty at the University of Pittsburgh gathers measures of satisfaction from the various stakeholders invested in the success of our MOT program. These stakeholders are MOT students, fieldwork supervisors of MOT students, MOT graduates and their employers.

MOT Students
- While enrolled in the program, our MOT students are surveyed routinely to ascertain their satisfaction with the quality of the MOT program.

- Consistently, our MOT students report being well satisfied with the curriculum’s contributions to their professional development, as well as the overall quality of academic instruction and advising.

- Our MOT students state that they have had a very positive experience in the MOT curriculum. When asked, “If you had to choose again, would you still choose the University of Pittsburgh?” Our MOT students answer with a confident “Yes!”